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Understanding	the	Solar	System

• Where	the	Earth	water	comes	from?	
• How	the	asteroid	population	formed?	
• Collisional	evolution:	how	it		sculpted	small	
bodies	and	planets?	

• How	the	first	solids	grew	into	planetesimals?
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What	do	we	need	to	know
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• composition	of	small	bodies	
• mass,	size,	density	
• composition	and	mixing	of	the	asteroid	belt	
• meteorite-asteroid	compositional	link	
• dynamical	and	collisional	mechanism	
• surface	phenomena
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The	impact	of	Gaia	on	asteroid	science

• What	Gaia	observes		
–350.000	asteroids	at	V=20	(	>700.000	known	today)		
–comets,	TNOs	(10-20)	
–large	planetary	satellites	

• Why	we	are	interested	
–	very	poorly	known	properties:		

• a	few	1000s	spectra,	10s	masses,	~400	shapes…	
• direct	determination	from	Gaia	data
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The	contribution	of	Gaia	astrometry
• Better	orbits							—>	talk	by	F.	Spoto	
• Accurate	masses	of	large	perturbers	in	the	Main	Belt		
~60	of	them	(Gaia	5	yr)	at	10%	level	vs.	~10	known	today	—>	talks	by	A.	Ivantsov	

• Presence	of	satellites	from	the	motion	of	primaries	around	the	center	of	mass	
• Non-gravitational	effects		
Yarkovsky	thermal	recoil	effect	

• Impact	on	ground-based	observational	activities	
stellar	occultations								—>	talks	by	B.	Sicardy	/	D.	Berard	/	J.	Desmars	/	A.	Ramos-Gomez	

impact	hazard	monitoring,	archive	observations							—>	talk	by	F.	Spoto	

• Contribution	to	spacecraft	navigation	in	the	Solar	System	
				the	example	of	New	Horizons	flyby	with	(486958)	2014	MU69	on	Jan.	1,	2019	

—>		+	several	posters!!
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Simulations	of	Gaia	asteroid	astrometry

• activity	developed	in	the	frame	of	CU4	by	
F.	Mignard	

• requires	to	look	for	detections	by	crossing	
Gaia	scanning	law	to	asteroid	trajectories	

• appropriate	error	model	required
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Orbit	improvement	perspectives
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Asteroid	ephemeris	and	occultation	prediction
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Yarkovsky	effect	and	dynamical	family	ages
9

• Family 1658 (Innes) is the largest fragment but it is not dominant in
size, thus we cannot distinguish between fragmentation and cratering
with parent body removed by the 3/1 resonance.

• (375) Ursula is an outlier in the fit for the IN slope of 375. This can have
two interpretations. Either (375) is the largest fragment of a marginal
fragmentation (fragments are 23% of total volume), in which case it is
correct not to include it in the slope fit, or (375) is an interloper and
the family could have had a parent body later disappeared in the 2/1
resonance. Unfortunately, it is difficult to use albedo data to help on
this, because there is no albedo contrast with the background.

4. Age Estimation

4.1. Yarkovsky Calibrations

The method we use to convert the inverse slopes from the V-shape fit
into family ages has been established in (Milani et al., 2014)[Sec. 5.2], and
consists in finding a Yarkovsky calibration, which is the value of the Yarkovsky
driven secular drift da/dt for an hypothetical family member of size D = 1
km and with spin axis obliquity (with respect to the normal to the orbital
plane) 0◦ for the OUT side and 180◦ for the IN side. Since the inverse slope
is the change ∆(a) accumulated over the family age by a family member with
unit 1/D, the age is just ∆(t) = ∆(a)/(da/dt).

The question is how to produce the Yarkovsky calibration. As discussed in
(Milani et al., 2014)[Sec. 5.2.6], this can be done in different ways depending
upon which data are available. Unfortunately for main belt asteroids there
are too few data to compute any calibration: indeed, a measured da/dt is
available for not even one main belt object. The solution we have used was
to extrapolate from the data available for Near Earth Asteroids. The best
estimate available for da/dt is the one of asteroid (101955) Bennu, with a
S/N ≃ 200 (Chesley et al., 2014). By suitable modeling of the Yarkovsky
effect, by using the available thermal properties measurements, the density of
Bennu has been estimated as ρBennu = 1.26± 0.07 g/cm3. Bennu is a B-type
asteroid, thus it is possible to compute its porosity by comparison with the
very large asteroid (704) Interamnia which is of the same taxonomic type
and has a reasonably well determined bulk density (Carry, 2012).

In Table 7 we list the data on benchmark large asteroids with known
taxonomy and density. For the other taxonomic classes we estimate the
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Yarkovsky	effect	and	dynamical	family	ages

• Strong	hypothesis:	homogeneity	inside	the	family	
• Yarkovsky	calibrated	on	a	single	asteroid	(Bennu)…	
• …can	be	rescaled	using	the	family	spectral	class
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Yarkovsky	by	Gaia	(alone	…or	not)

• Enormous	potential	of	re-calibrated,	“old"	astrometry		
debiasing	of	MPC	astrometry	(Farnocchia	et	al.	2015)	
new	measurements	of	old	plates	(NAROO	project,	Arlot	et	al.	2013)
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The	contribution	of	Gaia	on	physical	properties
12

• Asteroid	low	resolution	spectroscopy	
resolution	+	number	of	objects:	simply	the	most	extensive	survey	ever	in	the	visible	
today:	3000	spectra;	10.000s	“colors”	

• A	new	taxonomy		
look	for	differentiation	in	asteroid	families	
discover	old,	dispersed	families	

• Photometry:	shapes	from	photometric	inversion	
ellipsoids	foreseen	in	the	data	reduction	
+	ground-based	“dense”	photometry	for	complex	shapes		—>	talk	by	J.	Durech	

• Photometry:	phase	-	magnitude	curves	
allow	to	determine	absolute	magnitudes	—>	albedos	
+	ground-based	photometry	around	opposition	

—>		+	several	posters!
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Asteroids	for	the	Gaia	Data	Release	2	(Apr.	2018)

14

Content:	
• asteroid	ID	and	positions	(Ra,	Dec)	max.	10	per	transit	
• positions	of	Gaia	
• TCB	gaiacentric	epochs	associated	to	the	positions	
• corrections	(relativistic,	aberration…)	
• uncertainties	&	correlations	
• brightness	(1	per	transit)	and	uncertainty	

Processing	and	scientific	validation	-	main	contributors:	
IMCCE,	France:														J.	Berthier,	D.	Hestroffer	
INAF,	Italy:																						A.	Cellino,	A.	Dell’Oro		
UTINAM,	France:										J.M.	Petit	
OCA,	France:																		M.	Delbo,	L.	Galluccio,	F.	Mignard,	Ch.	Ordenovic,	F.	Spoto,	P.	Tanga	
ORB,	Belgium:																Th.	Pauwels	
U.	Helsinki,	Finland:						K.	Muinonen,	G.	Fedorets
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Selection	for	the	Gaia	Data	Release	2	(Apr.	2018)
15

CU4
SSO-TT
GAIA-C4-TN-OCA-FM-060-1

FIGURE 2: Magnitude distribution over the G-magnitude of the 230, 000 predicted transits up
to G = 20.7 for the second delivery.

FIGURE 3: Number of FOV transits for the ⇠ 13, 000 known planets selected to generate the
Input TransitId lists in January 2017. Only planets with at least 9 transits have been kept in
this selection.

Technical Note OCA 12
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FIGURE 2: Magnitude distribution over the G-magnitude of the 230, 000 predicted transits up
to G = 20.7 for the second delivery.

FIGURE 3: Number of FOV transits for the ⇠ 13, 000 known planets selected to generate the
Input TransitId lists in January 2017. Only planets with at least 9 transits have been kept in
this selection.
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FIGURE 4: Distribution of the semi-major axes among the ⇠ 13, 000 known planets selected
to generate the Input TransitId lists in January 2017. Only planets with at least 9 transits
have been kept in this selection. One sees that all the broad categories of minor bodies are
represented in the selected sample.

Technical Note OCA 13
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• “bright”	asteroids	having	more	than	9	transits	
• selected	objets	have	all	of	their	transits	included	
• 13,400	asteroids	(195,000	transits)		
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Be	prepared:	some	warnings
• Tools	must	be	ready	to	handle	accuracy	~100	X	better	
• difficulties	in	exploiting	existing	archive	observations	(reduced	with	biased	catalogues)	
• Highly	correlated	(RA,	Dec)	epoch	positions	
• Fundamental	for	asteroids!
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Asteroid	alerts
• Goal:		

• identify	potentially	“new”	asteroids	
• diffuse	predictions	of	sky	search	areas	to	ground-based	observers	

• Exploits	daily	attitude	solution		
• 70-100	mas	accuracy	

• Short	arc	orbit	determination	
–statistical	method	:	MCMC	à bundle	of	orbit	

							(Oszkiewicz,	D.,	2009;	Muinonen,	K.	2015)	

Gaia observations
Orbit bundle

Search region on the sky
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Figure 5: Keplerian orbital elements from random-walk ranging for one of the objects with
55 Gaia observations from two di↵erent transits. The asteroid is likely to be a Main Belt
object, and the weights already indicate a preferred phase-space regime.

phase transition, corresponding to a substantially smaller region in the or-
bital parameter space, the ephemeris prediction is constrained into a rela-
tively small portion of the sky, which is a major aid for follow-up observa-
tions. However, the tentative conclusion has been reached on the basis of
only several tens of observations, and therefore additional data are required
for confirmation. The length of the observational time interval varies with
di↵erent asteroid orbital type and may be used as an indirect means to dis-
tinguish between di↵erent orbit types also in the Gaia data set.

7. Ground-based follow up

The ground-based Follow-Up network for the Solar System Objects ob-
served by Gaia (Gaia-FUN-SSO) is coordinated within DPAC, but relies on

18
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Diffusion	of	asteroid	alerts
18

Topocentric predictions

 
 
 
 
 

From the Gaia-FUN-SSO web site (the red contours are computed by the SSO-ST 
pipeline and show the search area on the sky, on three different dates): 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Register and contribute!

http://gaiafunsso.imcce.fr
B.	Carry	(OCA),	W.	Thuillot	(IMCCE)

http://gaiafunsso.imcce.fr
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First	confirmation	of	an	asteroid	alert
• Observations	on	Dec.	29	(Gaia	-	4	transits)	and	Jan.	3-4	(OHP,	2	nights)	
• Orbit	computation:	Gaia	+	ground
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Conclusions

• Gaia	is	an	extraordinary	tool	for	Solar	System	studies	
• be	ready	for	asteroids	in	GDR2!	
• …and	asteroid	alerts	are	already	running	
• Non-negligible	impact	on	ground-based	activities	
• Stellar	astrometry	by	Gaia	is	fundamental	for	Solar	System	studies,	too

20
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